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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is the design, development and presentation of two applications that are created in order to be used for supporting the students' learning in the Greek secondary education environment. More specifically, we present the structure and the functions of two applications under the names “Aepp_App” and “CS_App”. The applications are intended to be used by teachers and students during a lesson as well as outside the classroom settings, with the use of android mobile devices. We present the tools that have been used to develop the mobile applications and the applications’ use in the educational process. Additionally, we present the feedback received by teachers, to whom the applications were presented, who seem to like the idea of using game applications for mobile devices in order to enhance their students’ interest.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, mobile devices are very popular in primary and secondary schools. They offer a new way of learning in K-12 education by providing a variety of enhanced features, like the integration of multimedia, and help in solving problems encountered in schools such as overbooked and unavailable computer labs [1] [2]. On the other hand, the students today have different preferences when it comes to learning than they had only a few years ago. For example, they learn at a higher speed, are used to processing visual and dynamic information and prefer learning through game-based activities [3] [4] [5]. The students are interested in ways that are more engaging and give them more autonomy over their educational experiences and thrive on applications that meet the interest of their generation through captivating ways that are more engaging and give them more autonomy [6]. Moreover, mobile media devices can provide opportunities for inclusion, active participation, and social interactions [7] and, subsequently, the mobile phone as a device is becoming a valuable resource in the students’ infrastructure for learning [8]. Moreover, today’s young people have a positive attitude towards using mobile apps in their daily lives, including in their learning activities [9].

Additionally, we need to mention that the importance of algorithmic problem solving and the necessity of a course on algorithms in secondary education are universally accepted. Nevertheless, the teaching of programming principles - in which an algorithmic way of thinking is fundamental - and of computer science, in general, to secondary education students can be a challenge. Many of the concepts that need to be taught are rather difficult to absorb and comprehend. The situation can be even more stressful for students when exams at a local or at a national level must be taken.

Since 2000 in Greece, the course “Developing Applications in a Programming Environment” (D.A.P.E) has been taught in the third grade of the Lyceum (Greek Senior High School). The main purpose of the course is to enhance the students’ thinking and focus on problem solving techniques. During the school year 2019-2020 the course has been renamed to “Informatics” and its curriculum has been expanded in order to include more programming principles. For all these years, this course is included in the Pan-Hellenic exams for entering tertiary education. Also, for the last six years the course “Introduction to the Principles of Computer Science” (I.P.C.S.) has been taught in the second grade of General and Vocational Lyceums. The main purpose of this course is to introduce students to computer science theory topics, like algorithms and program creation, and also to core areas of applied computer science in order for the students to develop analytical thinking and to be able to name and understand the breadth of various scientific areas of informatics.

Many researchers have developed applications for mobile devices that can be used by the students either independently or as part of the teaching process. Besides the students’ interest, research has shown that teachers are willing to use mobile technologies and apps as supportive learning tools [10] [11]. Palazzi [12] created a mobile application for computer science learning which included games in the form of quizzes for the operating systems course at the University of Padua. This application helps students acquire knowledge by answering questions provided by the teacher. Through the use of this application, the students may be able to acquire new knowledge stimulated by competition while having fun. Oliveira [13] created two mobile applications named eLogicum and Automatum to support teaching and learning of industrial automation and control courses topics in the UTAD University in Portugal. The students who used the applications provided positive feedback about their use and gave many ideas and suggestions for their expansion. Leinonen et. al. [14] designed two mobile apps for K-12 education students, namely ReFlex and TeamUp, for use in...
student-centered and collaborative learning, in which continuous reflection is an important part of the learning process. The applications were widely evaluated by teachers and the results indicated general positive views of using the apps. Moreover, many researchers also work on educational applications for future use in their works in progress, like for example in Politi and Metafas [11] where the design of the application Class Project Assistant, which aims to support the teachers in the context of project based learning, is presented and in Kirici and Oguzhan Kahraman [15] where an educational mobile application for primary school students, based on the concept of gamification, is proposed. Furthermore, there exist some applications that specifically support the Greek school lesson “Informatics” that we mentioned above. Even though these mobile applications support the course “Informatics” [16] [17], they have not yet been updated to include the new course’s curriculum and no mobile applications exist so far for the course “I.P.C.S.”. Thus, there is an urgent need to design and develop applications for mobile devices that can be used by educators and students in order to support the above mentioned courses. These applications should be designed to be used inside and outside the classroom settings, leveraging the students’ interest and providing an alternative way of learning based on gaming techniques.

In this paper, we present the structure and the functions of CS_App and Aepp_App, two applications for mobile devices which we developed for secondary education. Furthermore, we discuss the way that these applications can be used in order to support the educational process and we present information about the performed presentation of the mobile applications to teachers and the received feedback.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the advantages and limitations of the use of mobile devices in education are presented. In Section 3, the theoretical foundations are presented followed in Section 4 by the methodology and the innovations of this study. In Section 5, the description of the developed mobile applications is presented, in Section 6 the presentation to teachers is included and Section 7 includes the conclusions and the future steps.

II. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF USING MOBILE DEVICES IN EDUCATION

Learning with mobile devices is growing in popularity given the advantages that come with their use. First of all, their ubiquitous availability along with their low cost, easiness of transport, user-friendliness of their interface and their ability to deliver content in multimodal ways are reasons that have led to the use of mobile devices for learning [11]. Thus, this technology has a huge potential for use in education [18]. However, there are some disadvantages that need to be taken into account. First of all, some technical issues exist which involve the screen’s size or the device’s interface. Smartphones, in particular, do not have large screens so reading can be sometimes really hard. Moreover, the various devices do not have the same user-friendly and easy-to-use interface. Additionally, while the students lean towards the entertaining and fun use of mobile devices, the educators are often fearful of them and consider them a distraction. Consequently, the educators must take a step ahead to see how these devices can be used in a positive and productive way in classrooms [19].

Moreover, we need to mention that for designing an educational application it is very important to include features that integrate learning theories with practice in order to achieve a mobile learning environment that includes features connected with the theoretical foundations of learning [20]. The design of many existing applications lacks or does not have a solid connection with any underlying learning theories. Additionally, we need to point out that it is not easy for students to learn and understand programming principles, especially concepts that involve variables or more complex programming structures. This difficulty may derive from various reasons like for example the students’ lack of practice or the lack of the required knowledge [21]. This fact also enhances the necessity of creating new educational environments in order to support the teaching and learning process.

In the designing phase of the presented applications in this study, we took under consideration the above mentioned advantages and disadvantages. The idea is that if an application for mobile devices has a clear educational design and content then it can be used supportively during the classroom teaching and for learning outside the school settings. Moreover, if this application has some gaming features it will add the element of fun for students during the learning process. Thus, comparatively with the already existing applications’ examples, both applications that are presented in this paper have the following advantages:

- they include theory combined with practice,
- they have a quite satisfactory number of questions, as it will be analyzed in the next paragraphs,
- they are free of charge,
- the user is not by any way restricted and has access to the applications’ entire content,
- they are linked with specific educational frameworks, and
- in the Aepp_App the teacher has to ability to add more questions of his choice.

III. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

The use of mobile devices for educational purposes is a reality nowadays and in order to achieve their best possible use for learning, a connection with relevant learning theories must be done. The issue of mobile devices use in education and the connection with learning theories is discussed in the following subsections.

A. Mobile Devices in Education

Most recently, mobile devices have become increasingly important and set a new trend in education, the so-called mobile learning (m-learning) [22]. Mobile learning refers to the implementation of mobile devices in any branch of study [23]. Mobile learning differs from traditional education not only because of the integration of mobile technologies but because it can work in both formal and informal environments, as well as promote both individualized and collaborative network learning. The use of mobile technologies also promotes an informal learning process outside the classroom environment, allowing learning without teacher support [24]. With the rise of apps, access to...
learning content and information is always and everywhere available for students. This ubiquitous availability leads to a variety of learning scenarios and to seamless, contextualized or personal learning [25]. Thus, mobile learning could be one of the promising educational technologies with a significantly positive effect on the usefulness, the ease of use and many other factors that affect the development of students in educational environments [26].

B. M-Learning Framework

For the development of educational applications, the challenge is to design interactive learning experiences that will motivate students to use them, participate more actively in the learning process and by this way learn [27]. For this purpose, several learning theories have been used as a basis for the development of educational software, such as behaviorism, constructivism and socio-cultural theories, and also many frameworks that integrate mobile devices with learning have been introduced. The use of an educational framework as a basis for the development of an educational application is an essential step in order to make a final product that will support learning in the best possible way.

Given the above, after studying several educational frameworks, in our work we decided to use Diana Laurillard’s [28] “Conversational Model” for the design and functionality of our applications. In this twelve – step model (Fig. 1), the framework for creating an educational application is provided by offering continuous interactions between the student and the educational application so that the students will fully understand the lesson’s content. To achieve this, constant feedback is provided by the application until the students completely understand the concept that it is taught.

![Fig. 1. Diana Laurillard’s “Conversational Model”](Image)

In the applications presented in this work, several of the framework’s features are used for the students to:

- learn the course’s theory through playing a questions game,
- give answers according to what they have learned,
- select specific actions in order to better understand the lesson’s content,
- receive feedback for their actions and, by this way, improve their knowledge, and
- set learning goals in order to be more motivated.

Furthermore, according to the classification of educational apps presented by Cherner, Dix & Lee [29], an application’s content, purpose and value is very important in order to promote learning. Given their categorization and relation of each category to Bloom’s taxonomy, our applications can be characterized firstly as skill-based-apps, where the students are required to recall and remember previously learned knowledge in order to answer questions, and, thus, to develop literacy, testing skills, and subject area knowledge and, secondly, as content-based-apps, where students must conduct research or explore a topic in order to cultivate high order thinking skills because they must evaluate the information provided. These categories apply to the first four levels on the revised Bloom’s taxonomy [30] which refer to Remembering, Understanding, Applying and Analyzing (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy](Image)

IV. METHODOLOGY AND INNOVATIONS

Both of the presented educational applications are addressed to secondary education teachers and students. In their initial design, they fully support the curricula of the courses “Informatics” and “I.P.C.S.” by using theoretical and practical examples in the form of quizzes that include multiple choice questions. Quiz games can be fun, trigger the player’s curiosity, can be used in any course and are extremely useful for rehearsing theory [31]. For the creation of the applications’ structure we took under consideration the “Conversational Framework”, as it was mentioned in the previous section. Also, given that a large number of contemporary mobile devices support the android operating system, we chose it in order to develop the present applications. Additionally, through a simple installation process students and teachers can easily access both of the applications on their personal devices.

In the following, we present the design and the development steps of these two educational applications. The structure and functions of these applications cover the following specific objectives:

- The applications’ content fully complies with the curriculum of the secondary education courses “Informatics” and “I.P.C.S.”
- Learning can be achieved by studying the included in the apps theory and through gaming activities.
- Both applications can be installed on personal devices supporting the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) trend.
- Both applications can be used during a lesson or outside the classroom settings as well.

The innovation of these applications resides on the fact that their structure supports both formal and informal learning by giving the option to be used in and out of the classroom settings and allow students and teachers to use their own mobile devices, everywhere and anytime. Furthermore, up to this point, there are no other similar educational applications in Greek to address secondary
education’s teachers and students.

V. EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS

A. The “Informatics” course’s curriculum

As it was briefly mentioned previously, the curriculum of the course D.A.P.E. which was taught in the Greek General Lyceums for nineteen years, since the school year 1999-2000, was revised and expanded for the course of “informatics” for the school year 2019-2020, including all the previously taught material and adding more chapters relevant to programming principles. This is still a basic course that prepares students for higher education, not only in IT departments but also in many other areas requiring a basic knowledge of algorithmic design [32]. Also, it is a course that was taught for the first time for seven didactic hours per week, both in classrooms and laboratories, and it is examined in the national Pan-Hellenic examinations for entering tertiary education. The course aims on teaching problem solving techniques and on enhance the students’ structured thinking. The course’s topics include the creation of algorithms and programs, data structures and tables, problem analysis, and debugging.

B. The Aepp_App Application

The Aepp_App application works with the Android operating system and comes initially in the Greek language. So far, it includes multiple choice questions in the form of quizzes, separated in various categories. The content of the application’s quizzes consists of original questions that were written from scratch and follow the “Informatics” course’s content. The application was developed in the Android Studio software with the use of the Java programming language and can be installed and work on any smartphone or tablet android device.

During the design process, the database schema, which hosts the data of the users, was implemented and the database was built and locally installed on the device using the application. The implementation of appropriate SQL code enabled communication between the application and the database in order to exchange and update the data. The database stores data such as:

- usernames, passwords and secret answers for password recovery cases,
- the level that each user has reached,
- the prizes that each user has unlocked,
- the opinions of the users about the application, and
- questions created by teachers.

Some of the functions that the Aepp_App application provides include the following:

- Creation of user accounts for teachers and students.
- Creation by teachers of multiple choice questions quizzes by adding their own questions.
- Students can connect to the application and play with the existing multiple choice questions quizzes or the new quizzes that were created by the teachers (Fig. 3).
- Final reports for all answered questions and for errors in answers separately.
- The “Informatics” lesson’s theory in the form of questions and answers, separated in units following the school book’s structure.
- Multiple levels of difficulty for all types of quizzes.
- Awards and Badges after the completion of each level (Fig. 3).
- The students can give their opinions and rate the application.

The Aepp_App is addressed to both teachers and students for use inside the classroom or outside the school setting in anytime and place. It is possible for teachers to create a variety of tests depending on the part of the curriculum they are teaching using their personal accounts and implement the test completion as an activity during their lesson time or as homework assignment for repetition and reflection. The students can use the application in order to study the theory, take the pre-existing tests or the teacher-generated tests and improve their knowledge.

C. The “Introduction to the Principles of Computer Science (I.P.C.S.)” course’s curriculum

The purpose of the “I.P.C.S.” course is to familiarize students with the fundamental areas and concepts of computer science and informatics and to help them develop analytical and complex thinking [33]. The approach that the course follows is related to both theoretical and applied computer science. In its first part, it covers computer theory issues, like for example from problem to algorithm and from algorithms to programming and its applications, and in its second part provides an overview of key areas of applied computer science (Number of Ministerial Decision: 163615/Δ2/2-10-2017 – Greek Ministry of Education). It
has been taught in the 2nd grade of the General and Vocational Lyceums for one didactic hour per week, for the last six years.

D. The CS_App Application

The CS_App application can be installed and work on any android mobile device. It was developed again in the Android Studio software with the use of the Java programming language. Technically, it follows a similar design and structure to the Aepp_App application that was described in the previous sub-sections, including an SQLite database that stores all the information about the application’s content and also multiple choice questions in the form of quizzes, separated in different categories. The total number of questions so far is 200. Some functions that the CS_App application provides are the following:

- The “I.P.C.S.” course’s theory is separated in units (Fig. 4).
- For each unit of theory a multiple choice questions quiz with an adjustable level of difficulty and time constraints is available (Fig. 4).
- After each question, the correct answer is presented in real time.
- Summary of scores, high scores and number of questions.

CS_App is addressed to students for use supportively with the school lesson in their own devices and in their own time. The students can choose between the different lesson’s units, adjust the level of difficulty and take the pre-existing tests in order to improve their knowledge. It is possible for teachers as well to use this application if they wish to implement a different way of teaching and learning in their classroom. Thus, the application can be used for example at the end of a lesson’s unit for recapitulation purposes.

VI. PRESENTATION TO TEACHERS

In July 2020, we performed a 9-hour distance learning lecture, using e-learning tools and techniques, for the course Digital Games in Education, of the postgraduate program studies of “Advanced technologies of Informatics and Services – Technologies of Informatics and Communications in Education” that is organized by the University of West Macedonia and the University of Piraeus, Greece, with the participation of 20 teachers. From those, twelve were women and eight were men and the majority had work experience in education.

In the context of this course, among other topics, the Aepp_app and CS_app applications were presented to the teachers, both by presentation slides and live through camera. In the discussion session that followed in the last didactic hour, we received comments by the teachers who gave us their opinion about the mobile applications. The discussion as a qualitative research method is useful and necessary for understanding the meaning and context of the material studied [34], and in this case helps in gathering the opinions and comments of professionals that are very valuable and can considerably help in technical and content improvements before the implementation of the applications in the teaching process.

During the discussion, the instructor first summarized what was mentioned previously and then posed three questions:

- What is your opinion about the mobile applications presented to you?
- Do you think that the presented mobile applications are appropriate for students and will raise their level of excitement and interest?
- Do you think that learning through using games helps in better understanding of various concepts of Informatics?

The first question aimed in gathering the teachers’ general views and opinions about the two applications. The second question focused on the applications’ suitability for students and the third question on the applications’ potentiality to enhance learning. Some of the answers received are presented in Table I.

**TABLE I: SAMPLE OF RECEIVED ANSWERS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH TEACHERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Question</td>
<td>The applications seem to be interesting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think that it is a good way of enhancing learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think that the concept of the applications is appropriate for the students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Question</td>
<td>I think it is fun to learn using a mobile application game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes, definitely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Question</td>
<td>I think playing and learning is more interesting for our students.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a general result one can say that the teachers think that
learning through using games is more interesting and they also like the idea of using game applications for mobile devices to enhance their students’ interest. Additionally, the teachers gave some suggestions which included comments for the applications’ distribution and sharing with the education community.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The design and development of applications for mobile devices that serve educational purposes is of great interest, as there are many parameters that need to be considered especially when addressed to secondary school students and teachers.

The present editions of the presented educational applications support gaming activities that aim in making the learning process more flexible, easy and successful. Because they are linked with theoretical frameworks they can be introduced as pedagogical tools and be used supportively to the educational process. A great advantage is the fact that both applications can provide a strong motivation to students through offering gaming activities and through using gaming elements. This, in combination with the lesson’s teaching, can give to students the incentive to achieve their desired goals. Taking into account the constructive feedback that we received through our discussion with teachers, we are very positive to the idea that both applications can be useful as educational tools for teachers and students supporting the process of understanding and learning.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

At the time being, we are working on the technical part of the applications, translating them initially in the English language. We will expand both applications’ content adding more learning material and extra graphics and multimedia that can make the applications more attractive. Furthermore, we consider adding multiplayer features to give extra motivation for participation to the users. Finally, another addition can be the content expansion of the applications in order to be suitable to be used in other courses as well.

In the immediate future we also have to the applications tested and evaluated by higher education teachers and students in Greece, asking for their opinion and proceeding to improvements wherever needed. Also, we intend to implement the applications in the courses “Informatics” and “I.P.C.S.”, during the lessons process, so we currently design and structure educational scenarios which include activities that combine the use of mobile devices with traditional teaching in order for the teachers to use the applications in their lessons.

Although we have a lot of work ahead of us, we strongly believe that it is important to expand the use of mobile devices in secondary education through the development of adequate educational applications because this can be a beneficial way to support teaching and learning.
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